Item 7: Human rights situation in Palestine and other occupied Arab territories

Human Rights Situation in OPT

The long term human rights sufferings of OPT are continued for over 5 decades. Israel’s lack of commitment to the numerous resolutions adopted by the UN has complicated the OPT situation, making the people suffer from breaches for decades.

The breaches include: widespread discrimination against Palestinians including their unequal access to basic services, "education, water, electricity, goods, and employment; continuous extra-judicial Killings of Palestinians; raids and attacks to Palestinian properties, arresting and abducting people,
destruction of properties and confiscation of Palestinian lands.

The Situation of Prisoners

Israel has received 55 recommendations on detention conditions and torture in the last two UPR cycles only 4 of which are accepted. However, torture, ill

---

13. In the time interval between July 2015 and August 2017, more than 4750 incidents of raid/ kidnappings and arrests are recorded in the territories controlled by Israel [http://staatvanbeleg.com/archive/](http://staatvanbeleg.com/archive/)
treatment of prisoners and their deprivation of fundamental human rights continue leading to protests such as hunger strikes of thousands of detainees. On April 2017, 1500 detainees started a new mass hunger strike to protest against prison conditions. The prisoners demand ending solitary confinement, restrictions of family visits and administrative detention, which is a detention without charge or trial.

3. Freedom of Movement

Construction of the illegal Wall is continuing regardless of repeated international calls. The numerous checkpoints make the Palestinians spend a considerable time of their life in queues every day, violating the freedom of movement for groups of Palestinians, restricting their fundamental rights of access to medical care, education and farmlands in addition to the abuses happening in the checkpoints. In about 2 years, (from July 2015 to August 1st, 2017) more than 100 cases of violence and intimidation by Israeli forces at the checkpoints are reported. On May, 19th 2017, Israeli state comptroller called for more checkpoints.

2. The right to property and Confiscation of land

There has been the 18 “Noted” recommendations and UN numerous resolutions calling on Israel to stop illegal settlements. However, construction of settlements, demolition and confiscation of Palestinian properties continue. From July 2015 to August 2017, more than 1700 cases
of “Annexation/Demolition/Building/Expropriation” are reported in Israel, for example:

In September 2014, Israel declared 400 hectares of the West Bank “state land,” to facilitate the construction of a large new settlement in the area.

On May, 2017, Israel resumed construction of the illegal Separation Wall southern occupied West Bank and placed a 4-meter-high-barbed fence Ain Jweiza area northwest of the village of Al-Walaja, while the Israeli newspaper Haaretz, renouncing the move, announced that the construction had stopped three years ago.

3. Right to Education

The Gaza blockade continues collective punishment of civilians in the region. In the Gaza War, over 200 schools, including three UN schools, were destroyed by Israel attacks. The reconstruction of these schools is hampered by the decade Gaza blockade. The inequality of access to education for Palestinians is the consequence of attacks to school, university campuses and students, especially arrests of student activists, discriminatory policies, the violation of the freedom of movement including the movement of academics.

4. Freedom of religion or belief, expression

In August 2017, there were a new array of attacks to Al-Aqsa, killing peaceful Palestinian worshippers. The UN Secretary General condemned the attacks and killings of Palestinians while Israel continued excessive use of force against the peaceful gathering.

---

25. Previous Source
Journalists and social network users end up in Israel prisons for criticizing the government policies. On 18 Apr 2017 The Palestinian ministry of information announced that 28 Palestinian journalists are imprisoned by Israel, are in administrative detention without trial and receive military court verdicts. On April 17, 2017, 400 Palestinians were arrested for Facebook posts. The Israel intelligence service has developed a database that screens Palestinian comments in social networks. The system has delivered a list of 2200 Palestinians out of which 400 are arrested for having intentions of carrying out attacks against Israel.

5. Recommendations

Being concerned about the widespread long term breaches of various kinds in Israel, the Organization for Defending Victims of Violence (ODVV) calls on the Human Rights Council to urge the government to:

- Take practical measures and amend the existing laws to effectively address the serious existing discrimination against Palestinians;
- Meet its commitments under the Geneva Conventions, as the occupying power, maintain public order and civil life, including public welfare and find durable solutions for the continuing challenges of Arab people in the occupied territories;
- Prevent the construction of all illegal settlements, confiscation of Palestinian lands and demolition of their properties;
- Start impartial and independent investigations on all cases of extrajudicial killings and torture, ending the impunity of all perpetrators;
- End torture, solitary confinement, administrative detention and put measures in place to safeguard the human rights of all prisoners;

Stop arrests of users of social networks based the information screened by “Big Data”;

Respect Palestinians freedom of movement and all the other rights dependent on it such as the right to a family, education and the right to have access to one’s properties;

Respect the Palestinians freedom of religion, belief and expression, protect their places of worship and release all prisoners of conscious;

Maximize efforts to protect the rights of Bedouin population and eliminate racial discrimination against them;

Gather data on cases of child labor, aiming at protection of children’s rights and elimination of the labor;

And finally, respect the will and concerns of the International Public Opinion enshrined in various number of resolutions adopted by the Security Council, General Assembly, and Human Rights Council.30

